
                              EVERYONE WAS BORN INTO A DEATH  SENTENCE                   5-21-14         

a                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 (#50)  

        HOOK:      Everyone was born into a death sentence                                                                                          

a                    So always make the most                                                                                                                            

a                    of every drop of life you can.      

   REFRAIN:      Some will opt for less                                                                                                                          

a                   Some will fight for more                                                                                                                     

a                    Some will give and some will take                                                                                                        

a                    the gift we all once struggled for.                                                                                                    

a                   However long or short your span                                                                                           

a                    whatever dreams you scorn or plan,                                                                                         

.   (HOOK):       everyone was born into a death sentence                                                                                

a                    So always make the most                                                                                                        

a                    of every drop of life you can !                                                                                                

@     [FOLLOWED BY HOOK RIFF]      

1. Some men hammer ploughshares for peace 

while other men clamor for war.  

Some afflicted with a lifetime disease 

few ever understand what for. 

Some will give all they hoard in production 

others will live by the sword of destruction 

most trade their lives for a sentence reduction     

while too few live by this simple instruction: 

 

    [REPEAT REFRAIN] *   

 

2. Only some will come to march to a different drum    

to music generating in their soul. 

Only but a few will ever become 

their own product shaped by an inner goal. 

Most will follow someone else’s dream 

many ever-wallow in a damned-up stagnant stream 

in quiet desperation, their whole life a silent scream 

never feeling inspiration, or healing self-esteem ! 

  [REPEAT REFRAIN]                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

X[INSTRUMENTAL]                                                                                                                                                

X[REPEAT SECOND HALF OF VERSE 1]                                                                      

X[REPEAT LAST FIVE LINES OF REFRAIN/HOOK]                                                       

X[REPREAT INSTRUMENTAL RIFF, TO FADEOUT]       

  

             [END]                                              Written: May 21, 2014                                 

a                                                                         __________________________                        

a                                         a                                                                     * Alternate first 2 lines of refrain:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
X                                                                                                                  “While some opt for less,                                              

a                                                                                                                   while some fight for more.”         
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